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Intrinsic tensions and future
challenges of peer review

Researchers spend a great deal of time assessing research, an activity
with several intrinsic tensions and potential role conflicts. Future

challenges to peer review include the question of how demands for
transparency and usefulness to society can possibly be met while, at

the same time, academic independence is sustained.

One important task included in the researcher role is evalu-
ating other researchers’ work. The intention is to promote good,
at the expense of poor, research. Evaluators give or deny their

colleagues access to research grants, publication and advancement through
the collegial process of peer review. The problem, according to the British
physicist and theorist of science John Ziman, is that this calls for large
amounts of the most valuable resource in research: the most competent
researchers’ time.1 Research evaluation has also increased in both import-
ance and scope in recent years, partly owing to the fact that a larger share
of resources is being distributed in the form of project grants. Moreover,
requirements of higher quality in university research, greater relevance
to society and improved efficiency (value for money) have resulted in a
wave of evaluations focusing on the organisational level.

Different evaluation roles and tasks

The researcher’s role as evaluator comprises at least nine distinct tasks:

1. assessing doctoral theses
2. selecting new staff and promoting staff
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3. distributing research grants
4. assessing manuscripts submitted for publication
5. reviewing books and writing review articles
6. assessing candidates for academic awards
7. evaluating research organisations
8. assessing research as the basis for policy and decisions
9. assessing future research strategies and priorities.

The first three tasks are about providing human and financial resources
for the research system; the next four concern the products of research;
and the last two relate to future strategies. Some of these evaluation tasks
are included in university employees’ work duties (assessing theses and
applicants for university positions), while others are performed as fee-
based extra services (evaluation work for other organisations) and still
others are carried out as unpaid work in the researcher’s own subject area
(assessing journal articles).

The expectation that academic staff will assist in performing these tasks
is embedded in norms, and seldom in formal rules or regulations. The
role as evaluator is voluntary; but it offers a chance to exert academic
power and is important for the distribution of prestige and credibility in
the research community. Extensive literature about peer review exists,
but it deals mainly with scrutiny of applications for research grants and
of manuscripts submitted to academic journals. Studies of the other
assessment roles are more limited. The key aspects of the nine different
roles are presented below.

1. Examiner. In most countries doctoral students account for a substan-
tial proportion of total university research, and reviewing doctoral theses
is an important assessment role. First, this is a way of certifying the PhD
candidate as a researcher; second, it identifies promising and talented
researchers. Scrutinising theses is also an important way of staying up to
date with new research and promising young researchers. An analysis of
thesis examinations suggests that the examiners assume a role similar to
that of readers of any new text,2 but assessing theses is nevertheless one
of the more demanding evaluation tasks. Theses are, in general, long; and
thorough reviews, often both oral and written, are expected.

2. Staff selector. Assessing applicants for academic positions includes, for
example, deciding whether an applicant fulfils the requirements to be
appointed as an associate or full professor. In this evaluator role, research-
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ers can influence a particular department’s future academic profile, and
also the gender composition of its staff.3 These are processes that may
cause conflicts.4

3. Distributor of research grants. A third important role is that of serving
on committees set up to distribute research grants, or acting as an indi-
vidual referee of applications for these grants. Since a rising proportion
of resources for research is distributed through research councils, founda-
tions and other organisations that support research, where peer review
forms the basis of these awards, the importance of this role has grown.
The downside of this is the increasing share of rejections, which are frus-
trating both for the applicants concerned and for the evaluation panels.
Consequently, the use of peer review for distribution of research grants
has been called into question and there have long been proposals to re-
place it, also for reasons beyond the argument that the assessment takes
up valuable research time.5 On the one hand it is difficult to judge research
that has not yet been done, and there is not always much point in doing
so. On the other, partial assessments may have a far-reaching influence
on the type of research that is funded and who fails to receive funding. If
only certain schools of thought are represented in an evaluation panel,
the consequence may be that other approaches are discouraged.6 Ensuring
impartial decisions in multidisciplinary assessment committees is an-
other challenge.7 Peer review of project applications is thus a controversial
form of assessment and the one that could most easily be replaced, for
example by direct allocation to departments on the basis of previous
performance.

4. Referee and editor. While the referees assess the quality and relevance
of manuscripts submitted to journals for publication, the editor takes the
final decision on the basis of advice from, normally, two or more people.8

A closely related but less formalised task is to assess abstracts and papers
for academic conferences. There is an extensive literature on peer review
for publication, and there are also special conferences in this area.9 Re-
viewer bias is a central issue in this discussion.

5. Review writer. This function includes writing book reviews and review
articles about the current state of knowledge in a defined research field.
Review writers assign praise and blame to the researchers concerned, and
can also indicate their opinions by neglecting articles, books and other
academic contributions.

6. Prize awarder. Awarding academic prizes and other distinctions is
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regarded as a prestigious duty and can take up a great deal of time.
Evaluation work of this kind can also provide scope to exert power and
join, at a high level, in knowledge policy. This is evident in, for example,
studies of the work underlying the academic Nobel Prizes.10

7. Evaluator of research organisations. Evaluating research groups, depart-
ments, programmes, institutes and even whole universities has become
a great deal more extensive over the past quarter-century, in response to
the needs of the ‘evaluative state’.11 This relates not only to assessments
of quality; it may also include concrete recommendations on how to
improve the research and organise the unit evaluated. There are major
differences between countries regarding the purpose of these evaluations
and how they are carried out.12

8. Policy adviser. Another important task is to review research to be used
as the basis for policy-making and regulation. For example, extensive
review work is performed by researchers employed at public agencies in
areas like health and the environment. Academic committees of various
kinds also serve public bodies with summaries of this kind, and research-
ers serve on international bodies like the IPCC (UN Intergovernmental
Panel on Climate Change). The combination of peer review and practical
policy poses, however, a number of challenges, such as possible disagree-
ment among researchers and potential bias.13

9. Foresight viewer. In the 1980s and ’90s, public research funding bod-
ies were encouraged by their governments to become more strategic in
their funding policy by such means as creating large-scale R&D pro-
grammes focusing on particularly promising new research areas. John
Irvine and Ben R. Martin, the British science-policy researchers, used the
term ‘foresight activities’ for the mechanisms and procedures used to
identify areas of basic research with major future potential.14

All in all, researchers seem constantly engaged in evaluating and being
evaluated: they belong to an evaluation spiral in which the same research
is reviewed repeatedly. A project may undergo its first evaluation (1) when
the researchers apply for one or more research grants, and later (2) when
abstracts for conferences, (3) journal articles, (4) doctoral theses, if any,
and (5) book manuscripts from the project are submitted. In addition,
(6) publications from the project undergo scrutiny when the authors
apply for academic positions, (7) when they are nominated for prizes and
awards, and (8) when their departments or (9) the research programme
that funded their projects are evaluated. One or more (10) reviews of
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books from the project may be published in academic journals, and (11)
publications from the project may come to be evaluated in review articles.
If the project yields results of political or economic importance, or con-
tributes interesting openings for new research, it may also become part
of (12) policy-making processes and foresight studies. Finally, the results
from the project are fed back into stage 1, when researchers’ previous
achievements are assessed after they have submitted new applications for
research grants, and so the evaluation spiral continues. In addition, on-
going evaluation is an integral part of the research process. Thus, besides
all the formal peer review, continuous scrutiny of approaches, methods
and results takes place.

There are numerous ways in which peer review affects research and the
research community, and consequently the role of evaluator may, in sev-
eral different respects, come into conflict with the researcher role.

Tension 1:
Time for research versus time for evaluation

The most obvious tension between the roles of evaluator and researcher
is the time conflict. The more time researchers spend on evaluation, the
less is available for their research.

Little is known about how much time is devoted to formal evaluation
tasks. A study we carried out in 2001 among all permanent academic
employees at Norwegian universities investigated four of the nine evalu-
ation roles: scrutiny of doctoral theses; assessment of applicants for
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vacant positions and promotion to more senior ones, review of manu-
scripts for publication, and assessment of research organisations.15 Alto-
gether, some 80% of the academic staff were engaged in at least one of
these four evaluator roles in the course of a year, and these individuals
spent an average of nearly 17 working days on these tasks. The task that
most were engaged in was review of manuscripts. The evaluator role took
most time for professors (19 working days). Since the survey did not
cover all the nine evaluation roles, the total number of days is higher than
the figures observed. If we add to the figures above a few days for scru-
tiny of research applications, the result obtained for an average research-
er (one of the 80% who took on any evaluation tasks) is approximately
20 working days a year (some 25 for professors16), corresponding to be-
tween four and five working weeks, spent on evaluation work.

The question of whether the evaluator roles have changed over time
can be partially answered by our questionnaire data. The proportion of
employees who joined in reviewing doctoral theses and selecting staff rose
from 46% to 58% between 1991 and 2000. The average number of days
spent on these tasks was the same on the two occasions, indicating an
increase in the total time spent on these two different tasks during the
1990s. For the other tasks, too, there is reason to believe that there has
been an increase in total pressure on the staff. Referee work has hardly
decreased in the past few decades, partly because a growing share of re-
sources for university research is distributed in response to applications,
which has the effect of getting more researchers engaged in the work of
assessment. But the reviewer role that has probably increased its time
requirement most is evaluation of research organisations. This is because
of the introduction of new public management, with its greater emphasis
on retrospective assessments. Another change emerging from the ques-
tionnaire data is a much more international profile of the evaluator role.
In 1991, 9% of academic staff at Norwegian universities took part in
evaluation work abroad; the proportion rose to 22% in 2000 and 38% in
2012.17 Summing up, there is thus every reason to assume that both the
importance of and the time required for the role of evaluator have in-
creased.

It may reasonably be assumed that the time conflict makes it impos-
sible for the researchers most in demand to undertake all the evaluation
tasks they are invited to take on. They then limit their inputs to what
they perceive as the most important assignments. The probable result is
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that the highest-ranking academics will assume the most prestigious and
powerful evaluation tasks18, leaving the less prestigious ones to more
junior researchers.

Tension 2:
Peer expertise versus impartiality

Some severe tensions between the roles of evaluator and researcher derive
from conflicts of interest. The researchers who are the most competent
to evaluate particular research are often close colleagues or competitors
of those who have done the research19, but close colleagues are disqualified
under conflict-of-interest rules.

Conflicts of interest may be an argument for taking precautions to
ensure the autonomy of scholarship, while in other cases it can be an
argument for alternatives to peer review, i.e. inducing the research com-
munity to refrain some of its autonomy to avoid ‘setting the fox to mind
the geese’. For example, if a researcher with commercial interests in the
drugs industry is asked to scrutinise manuscripts about effects of drugs,
it would jeopardise the autonomy and credibility of science. It may there-
fore be asserted that only ‘pure’ academics should perform such tasks. On
the other hand, taking part in the review of proposals for a research
programme may disqualify the evaluators and their research group from
applying for grants from the programme. Such losses of rights are in
conflict with researchers’ academic interests and may make them more
hesitant about taking on such review assignments.

These tensions can be tackled by restricting autonomy of the indi-
vidual research fields or limiting the use of peer review. The former could,
for example, involve using foreign reviewers or broadly composed panels
without true peers in the research area concerned. Researchers from the
home country then lose the chance to distribute research resources with-
in their own area. An example of the latter case is distributing more re-
sources through channels that do not require peer review, for example by
transferring public funds directly to universities, based on result indicat-
ors or administrative decisions, and also through commissioned research
and tender competitions.
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Tension 3:
Neutral judge versus promoting research interests

There are also tensions connected with double expectations concerning
evaluators’ neutrality. On the one hand, the evaluators are expected to
be neutral judges who carry out an impartial and thorough scrutiny. On
the other, the evaluators expect to be able to influence what is considered
to be good research and how key resources in their area are distributed.
These double expectations leave a negotiable space for the requirements
and significance of a ‘neutral assessor’. Such a person obviously cannot
pursue personal interests, but what about conflicting views based on the
evaluators’ research fields, research interests or ‘schools of thought’? In
some respects, the notion of an academically neutral evaluator is mean-
ingless. Researchers have different academic backgrounds and divergent
opinions about, for example, method and theory, and the resulting dif-
ferences in assessments may reasonably be regarded as legitimate differ-
ences, not as bias.20 In other words, evaluators are not expected to be
academically neutral; instead, they are supposed to make assessments
based on scholarly discretion. The tensions that arise originate from the
lack of any clear boundaries for scholarly discretion, i.e. no clear bound-
ary between what evaluators may legitimately attempt, and what they
should refrain from attempting, to influence. For example, it may be
difficult to distinguish promotion of academically appropriate methods
and research perspectives from assessments that support the evaluator’s
own research interests.

Tensions between expectations of a neutral assessor and of being able
to influence the outcome may be particularly disturbing when there are
no clear norms for selecting evaluators and when the processes lack trans-
parency. Some of the literature on examination of doctoral theses is about
this very lack of national standards for PhD examinations21, and gives
examples of procedures that make distortions and other disruptions pos-
sible. For example, lack of standards and openness about how examiners
are selected may entail detrimental power relations between supervisors
and examiners.22
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Tension 4:
Deviant assessments versus unanimous conclusions

Different scholars have divergent assessments and priorities. At the same
time, processes of peer review are intended to bring about unanimous
conclusions on distribution of scarce resources and prestige.

There are two main ways of handling these tensions. One is for the
expert reviewers to meet in person and reach a compromise through
discussion. The other is for non-experts to take decisions based on a
number of individual peer assessments. Journal editors’ decisions on
whether to publish papers submitted are an example of the latter. An
example of the first method is decision-making in grant review panels.
Studies show that an important mechanism for attaining unity in such
groups is to respect the assessment of the panel member with the most
established proof of competence on the application in question.23 The
way in which the process is organised can also affect the outcome.24

In the assessment of manuscripts and grant applications, and in most
other peer review allocating scarce resources in the scientific community,
deviant assessments are unproblematic and even considered an important
part of the dynamics of research. On the other hand, in the assessment
of research for use in public policy divergent assessments often cause
problems. Stakes are high and review processes that leave scope for bias
or random results are not tolerated. The potential for bias is more pro-
nounced in reviews relating to public regulations and policy than in
ordinary academic peer review, since the reviewers’ research perspectives
can influence how risks are assessed.25

Tension 5:
Peer review versus quantitative indicators

Alongside the evaluation spiral described above and the general rise in
the use of peer review, the use of quantitative indicators is also increasing.
Quantitative indicators are compelling since they offer simple answers at
a low cost.26 Even when quantitative indicators are aggregate conclusions
from previous peer assessments (i.e. bibliometric measures), there are
tensions between these indicators on the one hand and peer review on
the other, and they may yield different conclusions. Studies comparing
the outcomes of peer review and bibliometrics have found some correla-
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tion, but in many cases they are much less closely correlated than one
would expect.27 Although both methods are ultimately based on peer
review, directly or indirectly, they rest on very different logics. Peer review
is based on subtle and tacit judgements and detailed knowledge of the
research frontier in the area under assessment28, whereas the bibliometric
method counts articles and citations in indexed journals. Bibliometrics
can provide important information about a researcher’s previous activi-
ties, networks and collaboration patterns, but are disputed as evidence
for academic quality. In some cases, such as evaluations of major research
programmes, peer review and bibliometrics are combined, which may
save time. In other cases, peer review is outcompeted by quantitative
measures, e.g. when funding authorities are looking for ways to increase
accountability and efficiency, and choose to replace fixed block grants to
universities by funding based on quantitative performance indicators29,
rather than by research grants based on peer review.

Tension 6:
Autonomy versus responsibility

Although peer review is a key control mechanism in the academic com-
munity, it may work against responsibility in relation to society at large.
Peer review serves as a mechanism of ‘professional self-regulation that
affords scientists a degree of autonomy from scrutiny by the public’.30

Academic quality is one of the least politicised aspects of research, and
the academic community commands full autonomy in defining and as-
sessing its research. At times when the autonomy of academia is con-
tested31 and there is little overlap between public and academic research
interests, society’s demands to determine the research agenda will prob-
ably strengthen the researchers’ efforts to fortify academic autonomy.
Researchers invoke peer review in their own defence32, one example being
the evaluations of research programmes in which the reviewers recom-
mend an increased share of resources to fundamental researcher-initiated
research.33

The academic community’s ability to protect its own independence is
generally strong. The need for peer experts to assess academic quality is
obvious, and researchers often succeed in defining ‘quality’ as ‘scientific
quality’. The scope for non-peer participation in the evaluation of re-
search is clearly limited. However, there are salient differences among

liv langfeldt & svein kyvik
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different evaluator roles. While the task of assessing doctoral theses can-
not be performed by non-peers, research grants may be distributed
through, for example, direct awards based on previous productivity.

In addition, non-peer assessments of applications may add tensions
relating to academic autonomy. Decisions on research grants are often
based on additional aspects alongside academic quality, such as whether
a project fits into the desired allocation of funds in terms of theme, geo-
graphical and institutional location, gender balance, potential societal
impacts and ethical considerations.34 In general, peer competence is not
required for assessing such issues. Nor is it obvious who can best assess
the effects of the proposed research on society. Researchers may assert
that the societal merits of a project are more uncertain than the aca-
demic ones, and that effects on society depend on scientific success;
accordingly, they may prioritise scientific quality over benefit to society.
Moreover, if a research-funding body were to organise its own assessment
process in such a way that non-experts could outvote experts, it may be
perceived as illegitimate and deliberately opposed by the reviewers. Even
when peer review is defined as a part of the system ensuring accountabil-
ity for public expenditures, public accountability and ensuring that pub-
lic funding for research serves public needs are not the priorities of the
peer reviewers.35

The role of the research evaluator is undergoing change. In the past
two decades, the work has become increasingly international, and this
helps both to improve quality and to prevent conflicts of interest. Open
peer review is another trend possibly contributing to more egalitarian
review processes. Certain journals have introduced more open peer review
processes, including open invitations to comment on manuscripts submit-
ted.36 Below, we discuss an agenda for future studies of the research
evaluator role in the light of increased globalisation and the tensions
analysed above.

Choice of evaluators, shortage of time
and academic stratification

The outcome of peer review depends on who carries it out. Nonetheless,
there is very little research on how evaluators are selected, or on the avail-
ability of appropriate expertise and their time constraints. Here, there
are important research questions to explore. Who are the evaluators most
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in demand and why? Which are the most attractive evaluation tasks and
how is time spent on the various evaluation tasks today?

Selection processes and time constraints may affect work distribution
and stratification in the academic community, including the global dis-
tribution of work, in various ways. There are limits to how much time
researchers are willing to spend on evaluations. When the total volume
of evaluations increases, the most senior and most frequently consulted
evaluators will most likely have to prioritise the evaluation tasks they take
on more strictly, and allow more junior scholars and/or researchers, from
a broader range of countries, to be involved in evaluation. Introducing
open review (self-selection of reviewers) may reinforce this tendency.
Nevertheless, there is reason to assume that the top-ranking researchers
can retain the assignments of greatest political importance. Relevant
research questions here include how much time researchers are willing to
devote to evaluation work and how they choose evaluation assignments.
For example, when academic autonomy is called into question, researchers
may be more willing to spend time on evaluation processes to ensure that
scholarly quality is not overrun by other considerations.

Autonomy, indicators and non-peers

Another key issue is the threat to academic autonomy posed by the use
of quantitative indicators and evaluations that do not require peer com-
petence. A low approval rate in research funding agencies and concerns
about bias and conflicts of interest in peer review may prompt measures
to restrict the time researchers spend on carrying out peer review and
writing applications, causing more emphasis to be laid on quantitative
indicators. Moreover, more concern about societal relevance and the
accountability of research may result in evaluations performed by non-
peers.

Extending the use of quantitative measures in the allocation of research
funds may reduce the importance of peer review. On the other hand,
the aggregate importance of peer review is enhanced by peer review of
funding based on previous performance. When funding is performance-
based, important key figures are the number of peer-reviewed publications
and the rate of success in obtaining research grants based on peer review.
Moreover, in several countries peer review is the basis for performance-
based funding; one example is the UK Research Excellence Framework.37
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Quantitative measures give rise to two sets of research questions re-
garding researchers as evaluators. First, how far are evaluators aware of
the aggregate importance of their assessment work, how much does this
affect their willingness to take on evaluation assignments, and to what
extent does it influence conflict-of-interest considerations and use of
foreign reviewers? Questions in the second set relate to researchers’ opin-
ions and wishes concerning indicators and expert review. Do researchers
prefer research funding to be distributed on the basis of quantitative
measures and incentive systems, or of peer review of grant proposals?
Both approaches are frequently criticised by researchers. Peer review is
criticised for being conservative, i.e. discriminating against interdis-
ciplinary and groundbreaking research, and time-consuming. Since
performance-based funding is based on aggregate outcome of peer review,
there is a risk that it may reproduce the latter’s weaknesses. Quantitative
measures may, moreover, produce dysfunctional incentives, such as giving
higher priority to quantity than to quality. What is perceived as the
fairest, least conservative and most efficient way of distributing research
grants is not evident.

Quantitative measures imply a competitive regime based on (presum-
ably) predictable criteria, while the introduction of non-peers and
stronger emphasis on benefit to society in the evaluation process repre-
sent a clearer challenge to academic autonomy. Some researchers also
challenge traditional peer review and propose more openness and broader
selection criteria.38

There are many arguments against full academic self-governance in
allocating research resources, and arguments for placing more emphasis
on external considerations and involving non-peers in setting research
priorities. It is usually held that public funds for research should serve
public needs or at least some general interests. To legitimate heavy pub-
lic spending on research, openness to external criticism and responsive-
ness to the needs and concerns of the public are also required. We have
also seen rising demands for citizen influence (democratisation of re-
search), greater emphasis on societal impacts and accountability, as
well as challenges associated with controversial issues characterised by
high uncertainty.39 Including societal criteria and lay people in assess-
ments may better ensure that research serves public needs and the needs
of disadvantaged groups better.40 Non-academic competences may
reduce insider bias41 and better ensure that a broader set of criteria — e.g.
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social, economic, environmental, or health concerns — are taken into
account.

Since assessment of research applications is a zero-sum game that
defines the research focus in a programme or research field, this reviewer
role is likely to be perceived as important in terms of protecting academic
autonomy. In-depth studies are required to find out how introducing
non-peers and broader relevance criteria affects review work and respon-
siveness to public concerns. Moreover, both evaluators’ and research-
funding agencies’ perceptions of academic autonomy should be studied.

The text is an updated and somewhat shortened version of L. Langfeldt & S. Kyvik,
‘Researchers as evaluators: Tasks, tensions and politics’, Higher Education, 62, 2011,
pp. 199–212.
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